
 MOVIE CHARACTERS
By Terry



Godzilla 



 WHO IS GODZILLA?
Godzilla was a big monster from the Godzilla movie. Godzilla lived in 

the ocean under a volcano. The army found it and tried to kill it by 
dropping a nuclear bomb. However, it didn’t kill it but made it stronger.



HOW TALL IS GODZILLA?
Godzilla was 50m tall. It could just look over the largest buildings in 
Tokyo. Godzilla was a huge pre-historic sea monster who was very 

powerful and can destroy buildings or cars.



GODZILLA’S POWERS
Its trademark attack is his “ray”, which is capable of devastating roughly 

one quarter of Tokyo in a single blast. A not so well known ability is to 
project a field of nuclear energy from its body which is called a nuclear 

pulse.



ANOTHER POWER OF 
GODZILLA 

It can make fire come out of its mouth, tail and back. This power can 
burn down the city and kill all the people.



Monster Zero



Who is Monster Zero?

Monster Zero is a big monster from another planet in outer space. It is 
also  known as King Ghidorah. Monster Zero is an ancient evil monster 

that destroyed lots of planets including Venus and Mars.  



Who is Monster Zero?
Monster Zero came to Earth a long time ago. It fell in the ice and slept 
for thousands and thousands of years. Monster Zero wants to govern 

the Earth by killing all the other monsters like Godzilla.



MONSTER ZERO POWERS
Monster Zero has many different powers, like it can shoot electricity out 
of its mouth. It can eat electricity and open its wings. When it growls at 

the sky electricity will come out of its body and wings. This is how it 
fights Godzilla.



This is Godzilla and Monster Zero. I hope you have learned about my 
movie characters, goodbye!


